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Eileen Braun Home & Studio Tour
January 26 @ Artist Home

Inside Scoop: Frida & Diego
January 31 @ High Museum of Art

Home and Folk Art Tour

February 3 @ Home of Tina Cox

Book Club

Art Partners Exclusive
Inside Scoop: Frida & Diego

January 15 - The Lacuna
February 28 - The Sorcerer’s Apprentices:
A Season in the Kitchen at Ferran Adrià’s el
Bulli

And More...

January 31, 2013
Don’t miss this unique opportunity
Get Connected is a monthly publication for Art Partners of the High Museum of Art

Events
Home and Studio tour of ceramist eileen braun
Join Art Partners at the home-studio of ceramist Eileen Braun. Her work consists of many ceramic items including teapots
and vessels, which are comprised of wheel thrown then altered components which often take on a playful animated
biomorphic personality. According to Braun, “many have developed a haughty attitude.” You might be familiar with Eileen
Braun’s work. Her work has not only been in exhibitions throughout the East coast, but she also has been generous in
making donations to various High functions.
Elieen and her husband are also avid art collectors. They have some interesting pieces by well known artists, some of which
were acquired with an Antiques Roadshow like moment. Pieces were purchased at yard sales for the frames and they found
prized artworks hidden under another work. You will enjoy seeing their collection and Elieen’s outstanding ceramics.

When: Saturday, January 26 - Tour 1: 1:00; Tour 2: 2:30
Where: Eileen Braun’s home (Dunwoody)
Cost: $12 for AP members, $17 for non-members
RSVP: Purchase your tickets online or
by calling 404-733-4521

Prepare for Frida & Diego with an Inside Scoop
Art Partners is thrilled to host three of the High’s staff members for an Art Partners’
exclusive behind-the-scenes look into preparing and researching for the upcoming
exhibition Frida & Diego: Passion, Politics, and Painting. Catherine Fink, Senior
Manager of Membership and Guest Relations; Julia Forbes, Shannon Landing
Amos Head of Museum Interpretation; and Erin Dougherty, Manager of Family and
New Audience Initiatives will share their highlights from the months of preparation
that went into this extraordinary project.
Their studies took Catherine, Julia, and Erin on a research trip to Mexico City,
where they gained insight into the lives and works of the dynamic and often
complicated couple with visits to the Museo de Frida Kahlo (Casa Azul), Museo
Casa Estudio Frida Kahlo y Diego Rivera, Museo del Palacio de Bellas Artes, and
Museo Dolores Olmedo. They will share insider access into how museum leaders
apply their acquired knowledge and experiences into planning their respective
programs and initiatives.
The exhibition opens in mid-February, with the High being the only U.S. venue.
Reserve your tickets now to hear all the insider details a few weeks early to share
with your friends!

Frida & Diego:
Passion, Politics and Painting
February 14 - May 12
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When: Thursday, January 31, 7:00 p.m.
Where: High Museum of Art, Hill Auditorium
Cost: $10, Exclusively for Art Partners members
RSVP: Purchase your tickets online or
by calling 404-733-4521

Events
Home & Southern Contemporary Folk Art Tour
As Art Partners members continue to enjoy the High’s current folk art exhibition Hard Truths: The Art of Thornton Dial,
you are invited to view an outstanding private collection of other self-taught, contemporary Southern artists.
Longtime member and past president of Art Partners, Tina Cox, has been collecting works since purchasing her first
piece in 1991—the same year that she led the Museum’s Young Careers group through Howard Finster’s Paradise
Gardens. Since then, her collection has grown to include works by such notable artists as Purvis Young (Miami), Lonnie
Holley (Alabama), R. A. Miller (Georgia), and Sybil Gibson (Alabama). Tina also has an impressive collection of regional
ceramic art by Glenn Dair, Rick Berman, Andy Nasisse, and Ron Meyers, among others.
Tina is an accomplished ceramic artist herself and was one of eight Georgia clay artists chosen to exhibit her works at
the recent Hudgen’s Center for the Arts exhibit entitled Collections in Clay: The Works of Eight Georgia Artists & Their
Collections. She regularly exhibits her clay works and loans the art in her collection for public exhibits.
Join us for this exciting private art and home tour. Tina’s collection has something interesting for everyone.

When: Sunday, February 3 - Tour 1: 2:00, Tour 2: 3:30
Where: Home of Tina Cox (Decatur)
Cost: $12 for AP members, $17 for non-members
RSVP: Purchase your tickets online or
by calling 404-733-4521

Ab the Flagman, b 1964. Salvaged wood assemblage
from Cox Foundry in Cabbagetown (Atlanta)

Purvis Young, 1943-2010, Overton (Miami), FL. Warriors,
house paint on paper.

New year Connections
Book club
Book Club meetings are held once a month at a member’s home at 7:00 p.m. Beverages and snacks are served.
For more information contact Pamela Ashe at pamelaashe@yahoo.com.

Tuesday, January 15 - The Lacuna by Barbara Kingsolver

The Art Partners book club is getting ready for the Frida & Diego: Passion, Politics, and Painting exhibition opening at the
High on February 14th by reading The Lacuna in January. In her most accomplished novel, Barbara Kingsolver takes us on
an epic journey from the Mexico City of artists Diego Rivera and Frida Kahlo to the America of Pearl Harbor, FDR, and J.
Edgar Hoover. The Lacuna is a poignant story of a man pulled between two nations as they invent their modern identities.

Thursday, February 28 - The Sorcerer’s Apprentices: A Season in the Kitchen at Ferran
Adrià’s el Bulli by Lisa Abend

For years, chef Adrià’s creative and enigmatic culinary genius at his restaurant el Bulli drew not only the attention of the
world’s top chefs and food critics but also of aspiring culinary artists looking to apprentice there. New York Time’s Spain
correspondent, Abend offers an intimate glimpse of life as a stagiaire—a cook who agrees to work for almost nothing for a
season as one of Adrià’s apprentices. Weaving the history of the restaurant and Adrià’s own story with the threads of the 35
stagiaires who apprenticed at el Bulli from June to December 2009, she captures the intense desire to learn and to please,
the demanding pace of the work, and the anxiety over success and failure that drives these young chefs.

Connect with over 200 members with Art Partners on Facebook
to share your thoughts and photos from AP events. You can share
upcoming programs with your friends and meet other group members.
Just search on Facebook for Art Partners - High Museum of Art and
join.

New years resolution time!
Get connected better with the Atlanta art world in 2013 by
joining a committee for Art Partners. Here is how you can help:
• Coordinate an event
• Work with a team to plan a special event
• Create e-blasts with MailChimp
• Spread the word about AP on Social Media
• Help out at Art Partners programs
• And lots more.....
Committees meet monthly and have great camaraderie. Make
volunteering a new years resolution and contribution to the
growth of Art Partners and the High Museum of Art.

2013

Interested? Contact the Art Partners President, Katherine Hébert, at katsmall@bellsouth.net
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Events
Important
News
Art Partners’ Resolves to Go Green in The New Year!
In support of the Museum’s Green Team initiative, Art Partners has decided to go green in 2013. We thank all Art Partners
members who have already embraced the monthly e-newsletter, and are excited to share this efficiency with all members.

Please note that this January 2013 newsletter is the last one that will be available in print.
Below are frequently asked questions about staying connected with Art Partners.
How do I subscribe to the e-newsletter list?
• Contact the Art Partners office via phone or e-mail and provide your name, ZIP
code, and e-mail address. We will add you to the list.
When do I receive the e-newsletter?
• The Art Partners e-newsletter is sent on the first day of every month.
How else can I learn about what Art Partners is planning?
• Visit us online at your convenience. The most recent newsletter is always available
at www.high.org/artpartners. Just click the blue “Get Connected Newsletter”
button on the central, right side of the page.
• You can always call the Art Partners office, where we can share the upcoming
event schedule and make program reservations via phone.
What if I miss an e-mail?
• The past twelve issues of Get Connected are available online at www.high.org/
artpartners. Click the “Past Newsletters” link on the left side tool bar.
Have other questions, comments, or concerns?
Contact the Art Partners office:
Phone: 404-733-4521
E-mail: artpartners@woodruffcenter.org

SAve the DAte:
Design on Photography Series
Art Partners is proud to offer members a Designs on Photography series highlighting the artistic design of photography
through the images of southern photographers. Through gallery visits, studio tours, and discussions sessions, Art Partners
will present photographs, stimulate discussion, and connect those with a passion about photography.
The specific theme for 2013 is symbolism and structure in the photograph. Symbolism is a movement from the early period
of photography, but still inspires many aspects of current work. This form of photography focuses on universal themes
of love, beauty, nature, and many others with soft, atmospheric imagery. Structure is the central compositional elements
of a photograph. It’s the ingredients that make a photograph expressive. Through the design of essential compositional
elements - shape, color, line, pattern, and others - a photograph conveys emotions and meaning.
Join Art Partners and the Atlanta photographic community of curators, artists and educators as we explore what is great
about photography and unique about the southern experience.
Look for more information about the highly anticipated Design on Photography Series in the February Get Connected.

The Art Partners’ Newsletter is Going green!
This is the last printed edition of Get Connected!
Please see inside for details about updating your
information and continuing to receive the Get
Connected via email.
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